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Macroeconomic & Corporate News
Jordanian Brazilian Business Association comes into existence to boost trade ties
A ceremony was held on Tuesday to announce the Jordanian Brazilian Business Association (JBBA) as an initiative to strengthen
business partnerships in commercial, industrial, agricultural and service fields, and to introduce businesspeople and investors to
the economic opportunities available in both countries. The ceremony, which also coincided with Brazil’s celebration of the 198th
anniversary of its independence, was attended by Minister of Industry, Trade and Supply Tareq Hammouri, Brazil’s Ambassador to
Jordan Ruy Amaral, the JBBA’s board of directors and Jordanian businesspeople, according to a statement from the organisers. In
2019, Brazilian exports to Jordan reached $330 million, a record, while the Jordanian exports to Brazil grew by 230 per cent.

Agreements signed to link food sector SMEs to investment funds
The Jordan Enterprise Development Corporation (JEDCO) has signed three memoranda of understanding (MoUs) with investment
banking services companies to qualify potential industrial companies operating in the food processing sector and subsequently
connect them with a number of investment funds, based on the recommendations of the food manufacturing committee. The
MoUs were signed in the presence of Minister of Industry, Trade and Supply, and JEDCO Chairman Tareq Hamouri and Chairman of
the committee and the Jordan Industrial Estates Company Luay Sahwil, and representatives of the industrial sector and directors of
investment banking services companies, according to a JEDCO statement. Hamouri, said that this step came in response to the
recommendations made by the food manufacturing committee formed by the government, as the committee indicated that there
are about 21 “promising” investment opportunities in the sector divided between new investments and expansion of operations
through entering into strategic partnerships with existing food industrial companies.

JAF, Labour Ministry ink deal to reinstate military service
The Jordan Armed Forces-Arab Army (JAF) and the Ministry of Labour on Wednesday signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to reinstate national military service. Under the agreement, the army and the Labour Ministry will formulate a detailed plan
for the gradual implementation of the military service programme. The military service programme will only be mandatory for
males aged between 25 and 29, excluding students, those living abroad and breadwinners, the Jordan News Agency, Petra,
reported.
* Source: Jordan Times, Zawya
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Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or
fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.
The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not
offered as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this
publication may be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit,
distribute, disseminate, sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the
expressed written consent of Awraq Investments.
Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or
material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals
before acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at
your own risk.
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maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

